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Combining Concurrent Think-Aloud Protocols and
Eye-Tracking Observations: An Analysis of Verbalizations
and Silences
Research Article
—SANNE ELLING, LEO LENTZ, AND MENNO DE JONG

Abstract—Research problem: Concurrent think-aloud (CTA) protocols are one of the dominant approaches of
usability testing. However, there is still debate about the validity of the method, partly focusing on the usefulness and
exhaustiveness of participants’ verbalizations. The rise of eye-tracking technology sheds new light on this discussion,
as participants’ working processes can now be observed in more detail. Research questions: (1) What kinds of
verbalizations do participants produce, and how do they relate to the information that can be directly observed
using eye tracking? (2) What do eye movements reveal about cognitive processes at times when participants stop
verbalizing? Literature review: Our study replicates an earlier study by Cooke (2010), who used a combination of
CTA protocols and eye tracking in a small sample with experienced and highly educated participants to investigate
the validity of CTA. Cooke’s results suggest that the additional value of participants’ verbalizations is limited: at
least 77% of the verbalizations referred to things that could be easily observed with eye tracking. Methodology: We
conducted a study in which 60 participants with different characteristics performed tasks on informational websites.
During their task performance, they verbalized their thoughts, and simultaneously their eye movements were
measured. The resulting think-aloud protocols were divided in verbalization units, which were coded into content
types. Silences were registered, and eye movements during these silences were analyzed. Results and discussion:
We found a different distribution of verbalization types than Cooke (2010) reported, with far more verbalizations
where participants formulated doubts, judgments on the website, or expressions of frustration. In our study,
verbalizations provided a substantial contribution in addition to the directly observable user problems. We measured
a rather high percentage of silences (27%), during which participants most often were scanning pages for information.
During these silences, interesting observations could be made about users’ processes and obstacles on the website.
The implication of our study is that we now have a better understanding of the types of verbalizations that a CTA
evaluation might generate. Further, we know that relevant usability observations can be made during silences. A
limitation is that we do not know yet the influence of specific characteristics of the evaluation setting on the types of
verbalizations and silences. Future research should focus on the influence of evaluation settings on the outcomes of
an evaluation, in particular, the influence of characteristics of the participants who are involved in the study.

Index Terms—Concurrent think-aloud (CTA) protocols, eye tracking, usability, website evaluation.

Think-aloud protocols are often used for the
evaluation of website usability. In an evaluation
with concurrent think-aloud protocols (CTA),
participants are asked to verbalize everything that
goes on in their minds during task performance.
The idea behind this method is that we gain insight
into the cognitive processes and the obstacles
participants experience. There is an extensive
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amount of research available on the collection of
think-aloud protocols. The theoretical foundation
of this method is formed by often cited, important
cognitive psychological studies by Nisbett and
Wilson [1], and Ericsson and Simon [2] on the
reliability and validity of verbalizations in relation to
mental processes. Subsequently, Boren and Ramey
[3] discussed how the goals in the think-aloud
practice in usability testing differ from the goals
in cognitive psychology and proposed Speech
Communication theory as an alternative theoretical
framework that better suits usability aims. Many
methodological studies about think-aloud protocols
in usability testing followed, such as the way
participants should be instructed and prompted
[4]–[9]; the effects of variations of the method,
such as concurrent versus retrospective conditions
[10]–[17]; the effects of different task types [18];
and, more recently, the combination of think-aloud
protocols and eye-tracking observations [19]–[27].
Yet, many issues still need to be studied in more
detail in order to fully understand the merits and
limitations of this method.
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The combination of think-aloud protocols and
eye-tracking observations leads to new perspectives
on existing questions and to new research
questions and possibilities. A recent contribution
to the research on think-aloud protocols combined
with eye tracking was made by Cooke [28]. She
carried out a CTA evaluation where ten highly
educated and experienced participants conducted
four search tasks on a website. During task
performance, they verbalized their thoughts, while
their eye movements were recorded simultaneously.
Her research addressed the accuracy of CTA
verbalizations, the types of verbalizations
participants produced, and users’ behavior during
silences.

The results of Cooke’s study showed that 77%
of the verbalizations consisted of reading aloud
texts from screen, or reporting actions that the
participants performed at a certain moment.
This means that a large amount of verbalizations
can also be easily observed by analyzing the
participants’ eye movements. In addition, Cooke’s
study showed that participants were silent when
they experienced cognitive-processing difficulty. At
these moments during which important processes
took place, the verbalizations did not provide
relevant information about the website and the
participants’ processes and obstacles. We conclude
from this study that the small number of possibly
useful verbalizations, combined with the silences
during relevant cognitive processing moments,
raise questions about the usefulness of a CTA
evaluation. The benefits of this method seem not
what we would hope for, considering the efforts it
takes the participants and the evaluator to conduct
a think-aloud evaluation. Judging from Cooke’s
findings, we can conclude that CTA produces
almost no results that cannot be found with
other methods that are easier to perform for the
participant and the evaluator.

However, more research is needed before we can
draw firm conclusions about the yield that a CTA
evaluation generates in evaluations in various
settings. To what extent are the results of Cooke’s
study illustrative for usability studies that are
done in practice? To answer this question, we
replicated Cooke’s study, in which we aspired to
use a more natural research design, with a larger
and more representative sample of participants,
more than one website as evaluation object, and
less eye-tracking equipment-related restrictions
during the evaluations. We also examined more
comprehensively the silences during think-aloud
evaluations. Our research questions were:

RQ1. What kinds of verbalizations do
participants produce, and how do they relate to
the information that can be directly observed
using eye tracking?

RQ2. What do eye movements reveal about
cognitive processes at times when participants
stop verbalizing?

Hence, in this paper, we replicate the study of
Cooke, addressing research questions on the
distribution of types of verbalizations and the
cognitive processes during silences. This will lead
to more knowledge on the merits and limitations of
CTA.

In this paper, we first discuss relevant literature,
focusing, in particular, on Cooke’s earlier study.
After that, we explain the methodology of our study,
then present the results of our study, and close by
presenting the conclusions and limitations of the
study, and suggesting future research.

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this section, we discuss the relevant literature
related to our study. In the “theoretical orientation”
section, we describe the methodological
contribution that our study is aimed toward.
Then, we discuss theory on the “accuracy of
verbalizations compared to eye movements,” “types
of verbalizations,” and “users’ behavior during
silences.”

Theoretical Orientation Our theoretical
orientation is on the methodology of website
evaluation with CTA. Combining CTA with eye
tracking can provide new insights into the
processes behind this method and the results it
generates. First, the availability of eye tracking
extends and refines the observable parts of
participants’ problem-solving processes, which
raises new questions about the nature and
added value of participants’ verbalizations. This
relates to discussions about the usefulness of
CTA protocols. Second, eye tracking offers the
possibility to analyze what participants are doing
when they do not verbalize their thoughts. This
relates to discussions about the exhaustiveness of
participants’ verbalizations.

Selection of Literature We have selected
literature on the following themes: CTA protocols,
CTA combined with eye tracking, types of
verbalizations in CTA, and users’ processes during
think-aloud evaluations. The studies selected
for our literature review focus explicitly on the
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methodology of think-aloud protocols, instead of
only reporting evaluations of applications using
think aloud. As we perform a replication of Cooke’s
study [28], this paper forms the starting point of
our literature review. The next three subsections
discuss Cooke’s three main findings.

Accuracy of Verbalizations Compared to Eye
Movements According to Cooke, the accuracy
of CTA verbalizations can be measured by
analyzing the correspondence between users’
verbalizations and their eye movements during
these verbalizations. Cooke’s [28] results on
accuracy showed that verbalizations corresponded
to eye movements 80% of the time, which would
indicate that concurrent verbalizations are highly
accurate when compared to eye movements. Cooke
explains the 20% discrepancy between the two by
the observation that participants often verbalized
at a slower rate than their visual processing of the
information. As a result, they sometimes verbalized
thoughts about one part of the screen, while their
eyes were already focused on another part.

In our opinion, however, measuring the accuracy
of CTA verbalizations is more complicated than
it may seem at first sight. If we try to measure
accuracy, we actually want to determine to
what extent verbalizations correspond to users’
thoughts during task performance (connection 1
in Fig. 1). The comparison between verbalizations
and eye movements is based on the idea that eye
movements provide insight into users’ minds, the
so-called eye-mind hypothesis [29] which states
that there is a direct relationship between what
people are looking at and what they are thinking
(connection 2 in Fig. 1). Hence, the assumption
is that the eye movements represent thoughts.
Consequently, the correspondence between eye
movements and verbalizations (connection 3 in
Fig. 1) should provide information about the extent
to which verbalizations are accurate reproductions
of users’ thoughts.

However, there are three reasons why assessing
the accuracy in this way is problematic. First, let
us assume that the connections in Fig. 1 indeed
work in the way we described and then look at
the largest group of verbalizations in Cooke’s
study: the verbalizations in which users were
reading something aloud from the screen. These
verbalizations are deemed accurate by definition
because reading aloud requires looking at the
screen and verbalizing at the same time, which
results in a direct relation through connection
3. Also, connection 2 seems correct, as reading

Fig. 1. Relation between thoughts, verbalizations, and
eye movements.

aloud requires thinking about the text that is being
read. Therefore, the claim seems justified that
reading verbalizations are accurate reproductions
of thoughts. However, users sometimes might read
information aloud without really processing it. In
our usability studies, we have seen participants
reading aloud a task instruction and then ask
permission to read the same text in silence because
they did not have a clue of the content they had just
read. This means that all reading verbalizations are
registered as accurate, while some of them do not
necessarily correspond to users’ thoughts. Hence,
even in situations in which the connections between
verbalizations, eye movements, and thoughts seem
obvious, we cannot draw firm conclusions on the
accuracy of verbalizations.

Second, there are verbalizations that are described
as inaccurate because they do not correspond
to eye movement observations (connection 3).
Research shows that users process information
at a faster rate than they can verbalize, such
as [30]. Guan et al. [23] explained omissions in
retrospective think-aloud data by the different
data densities and levels of abstraction of the two
methods. Eye tracking provides high density and
low abstract level sequence data, while verbal
reports have a lower density and a higher abstract
level. This means that one verbalization might
summarize longer sequences of eye movements and
can therefore not be directly related to one specific
eye movement, for example in the verbalization “I
will now scan this home page” followed by a series
of eye movements during which the homepage is
scanned. In this example, connection 1 between
thoughts and verbalizations is adequate. Also,
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connection 2 between the user’s thoughts and
eye movements seems correct. Yet, Cooke would
probably describe the verbalization as inaccurate
even though it provides very useful and adequate
information about the participants’ thoughts.

Third, we think that the assumption of a direct
relation between thoughts and eye movements
(connection 2) is problematic. Many types of
thoughts, such as expectations, comments on
missing information, expressions of doubt and
confusion, or observations on the user’s own
behavior in relation to the website, as in “I feel
foolish working at this site” cannot be directly
related to eye movements. Verbalizations of these
thoughts will therefore be described as inaccurate,
while they are actually correct manifestations of
thoughts. Moreover, it is precisely these types
of verbalizations that are often very useful, as
they provide relevant information concerning the
problems experienced on the website.

To conclude, the relation between verbalizations,
eye movements, and thoughts is rather complicated.
Both verbalizations and eye movements are limited
expressions of the users’ thoughts. Therefore,
we think a comparison between these methods
does not lead to an adequate definition of
the verbalizations’ accuracy, which is why we
will not replicate Cooke’s study on accuracy.
Combining think-aloud protocols and eye-tracking
observations can, however, provide more insight
into the types of thoughts and processes that can
be visualized by both methods. In our study, we will
therefore focus on the types of verbalizations, and
the processes that can be observed during silences.

Types of Verbalizations The second research
question in Cooke’s study addressed the types
of verbalizations that the CTA method yields. A
content analysis of the verbalizations showed
that a majority of 58% of the verbalizations
fit into the reading category: words, phrases,
and sentences that participants read directly
from the screen. In 19% of the verbalizations,
participants reported procedures: their activities
on the website, for example what they were
looking at. The remaining verbalizations concerned
observations about the website or participants’
own behavior (10%), explanations about the
rationale or motivation for actions (5%), and other
verbalizations (8%), which, for example, included
incomplete sentences. What can be concluded from
this distribution of verbalizations? The reading
and procedural verbalizations, both classified as
low-level verbalizations by Ericsson and Simon

[2], accounted for 77% of the CTA content, which
corresponds to studies of Bowers and Snyder
[10], and Zhao and McDonald [9] on types of
verbalizations in CTA. Also, Van den Haak, De
Jong and Schellens [15] found that participants
often verbalized what they were doing physically
at a particular moment. Cooke considered these
low-level verbalizations as a useful account of
a user’s on-screen behavior. She argued that
procedural verbalizations are useful because they
provide insight into users’ behavior that would
not be readily accessible by observation alone.
Indeed, some procedures, such as descriptions
of what users are looking at, are not observable
from screen and mouse observations. However,
eye-tracking recordings considerably increase the
range of possible observations [29]–[32]. Using
adequate eye-tracking recordings of a participant’s
task performance, all reading and procedural
verbalizations can also be observed through
participants’ eye movements.

This raises the question to what extent the
verbalizations add valuable information that
cannot be found by looking at eye-tracking
observations. Only 15% of the verbalizations in
Cooke’s study fall into the categories observations
and explanations, which is a very small percentage
as only verbalizations in these categories refer to
thoughts that might be harder or impossible to
observe. If this distribution is widespread, we would
question the usefulness of verbalizations in relation
to what can be observed. It is doubtful whether all
the efforts of carrying out a think-aloud evaluation,
and the possible drawbacks of thinking aloud on
the ecological validity [15] are worth this 15% yield.
However, more research is needed to find out to
what extent this contribution of verbalization types
is valid.

Cooke’s participants were ten highly educated
experienced participants who performed rather
easy search tasks. They did not verbally report
difficulties in completing the tasks, which indicates
that the tasks were not cognitively complex
for them. However, most usability studies have
the purpose of measuring performance of less
experienced and less highly educated participants
who possibly experience serious problems on
websites and, therefore, may verbalize other types of
thoughts than Cooke’s participants. Van den Haak
et al. [12]–[16] showed that more difficulties during
task completion may lead to less verbalizations and
more observations. We have therefore replicated
Cooke’s study in a different, more natural, setting,
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and we have analyzed to what extent we found the
same distribution of verbalization types.

Users’ Behavior During Silences The third
research question in Cooke’s study was an
exploratory question concerning users’ behavior
when they fall silent or use verbal fillers. Cooke
found that silences and verbal fillers occurred
16% of the time. These silences may point
to cognitive-processing difficulty during task
completion. When participants are cognitively
occupied with information processing, they seem
to prioritize this over their verbalization task.
Switching between two tasks is difficult for users,
because it requires a reconfiguration of mental
resources. Monsell [33] provides an overview of
studies on task switching which, for example,
point to longer response times and a higher error
rate. Users are inclined to concentrate on one task
and neglect other tasks, which is called cognitive
lockup [34]. This is also visible in evaluations
where participants are asked to provide feedback
[35]. There are two possible consequences of
cognitive lockup during thinking aloud. First,
in situations where users need more cognitive
energy for task completion, they have problems
verbalizing their thoughts, which results in more
silences [3]. Second, task performance deteriorates
in concurrent think-aloud conditions, because
participants use their cognitive energy to think
aloud, as was reported for example by Van den
Haak et al. [13]. In our study, we will revisit this
question on silences in the setting we described
before. We will look more precisely at users’ actions
during silences and thereby further explore what
eye movements reveal at times when users stop
verbalizing their thoughts. The answer will deepen
our understanding of what kinds of information we
miss when we only examine the CTA output: the
users’ verbalizations. We expect that silences will
occur more in our study than in Cooke’s study, as
we will include lower educated participants and
more difficult tasks, which probably results in
more cognitive-processing difficulty and, therefore,
more silences. The exact behavior during these
silences has not been explored yet, which means
that we have no expectations about the distribution
of processes the eye movements will reveal.

METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe the methodology
we have used in our study. As a reminder, the
questions underlying this study included:

RQ1. What kinds of verbalizations do
participants produce, and how do they relate to
the information that can be directly observed
using eye tracking?

RQ2. What do eye movements reveal about
cognitive processes at times when participants
stop verbalizing?

This section starts with an explanation of the
choice of research methodology. Then, we describe
the participants, and data collection and analysis
techniques.

Choice of Research Methodology In our study,
the CTA methodology is the central research
object. We have used CTA for the evaluation of
websites, and we have analyzed the participants’
output in order to answer the question on the
types of verbalizations the method generates. This
distribution might be the same as in Cooke’s
study, which would enhance the doubts about
the usefulness of CTA. However, the more natural
setting of our study might also lead to another
distribution of verbalizations. We have combined
CTA with eye tracking, as eye movements can
provide detailed information about the users’
actions during silences in the think-aloud protocol.
These silences might occur more than in the
study of Cooke, as we expect our participants
to experience more cognitive load. We have no
concrete expectations about the types of actions
during silences, because silences during CTA have
not been analyzed systematically before.

Participants Sixty participants took part in this
study. We obtained the university’s approval to
conduct human-subjects research, before the study
was carried out. The participants, who received
financial compensation for taking part in the
study, were recruited by a specialized agency that
has an extensive database of potential research
participants who all signed an approval form
to participate in human-subjects research. All
participants in our study indicated that they used
the internet at least once a week. We aimed at
an equal spread of participants over age groups
(18–29, 30–39, 40–54, and older than 55), gender,
and educational level. We distinguished three
education levels, based on the highest form of
education that participants had completed. The
lowest educational level ranged from elementary
school education to junior general secondary
education; the medium-level educational group had
intermediate vocational education, senior general
secondary education, or preuniversity education;
the high-level educational group had completed
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higher vocational or university education. We
aimed at a distribution of characteristics in such a
way that, for example, all age groups consisted of
equal numbers of men and women and of different
educational levels.

Data Collection This section describes, in detail,
the data-collection procedures used in this study,
information about the tasks to be accomplished,
and the procedure used to collect data about the
tasks.

Tasks to Be Accomplished: We have replicated
Cooke’s study on three different websites, on each
of which 20 participants conducted three subtasks.
Each task had a theme, which was introduced by a
scenario which explained the context and provided
the relevant details. The tasks differed per website,
but they were comparable regarding their difficulty
and the length of the optimal navigation path. All
tasks covered realistic activities that correspond
to what users usually do on municipal websites.
The tasks included searching for information, as
well as reading, understanding, and applying the
relevant information to the described scenario. For
one of the websites, for example, the task involved
a subsidy that the government offers to support
first-time home buyers. Participants needed to
search for information on three subquestions: (1)
What is the name of this subsidy? (2) Do you meet
the requirements for this subsidy? and (3) What
should you do to make a request for this subsidy?
The shortest navigation path to this information
consisted of six links, the last of which was a link
to a PDF file with information related to all kinds
of possible subsidies for buying or renovating a
house. Due to the information in the PDF file,
this task on website 1 required somewhat more
reading than the tasks on websites 2 and 3. The
task on website 2, on the contrary, required little
reading but included searching for information
about school holiday periods on an inconveniently
arranged webpage that contained many rows of
holidays per school type and year.

The tasks were performed on one of three websites
of medium to large Dutch municipalities: (1)
www.apeldoorn.nl; (2) www.dordrecht.nl; or (3)
www.nijmegen.nl. The main objective of these types
of websites is to provide information and services
to their citizens and to other interested users,
such as tourists and businesses. These websites
invariably contain a variety of information, as they
are designed to satisfy the informational needs of a
broad target group. The three municipal websites
are comparable with regard to the information

they cover, but their content is structured and
presented differently. A survey evaluation of the
three websites resulted in comparable user-quality
judgments on navigation, content, and design [36].

Procedure: Data were collected using a remote Tobii
1750 eye tracker with Tobii Studio 1.2 software.
A flat monitor was used to display the websites,
with a resolution of 1024 768 pixels. The eye
tracker used near-infrared diodes to measure eye
movements, and was therefore nearly unnoticeable
for the participants. Also, the participants had
considerable freedom of head movement, which
made the test environment rather natural. Video
and audio data were captured together with the
eye and mouse movements. Our equipment setting
was more natural than in Cooke’s study, where
the eye-tracking method posed some limitations
on the study. Participants in her study needed to
keep their heads still, which increased the artificial
nature of the evaluation.

All 60 evaluation sessions took place individually
and lasted approximately 20 minutes each.
Participants were told that we wanted to know
more about the user friendliness of the municipal
websites. We explained that they would perform
some tasks on a website, about common things that
people might do on these websites. We emphasized
that the website was the object of the study and
not the participant. In this way, we presented the
study as a usability test of the website, and made
sure that participants were unaware of our focus
on the CTA methodology.

Subsequently, participants were instructed to think
aloud during their task performance. They were
instructed as follows:

Please, think aloud during performing the tasks
on the website. Keep on verbalizing everything
that goes on in your mind. Please, pretend that
I am not there and do not ask me for help. Just
speak for yourself and verbalize your thoughts.
If you are silent for a while, I will remember you
to keep thinking aloud. You can say anything
that comes into your mind. Remember that it is
the website that is being tested and not you.

After this instruction, we emphasized again that
participants should verbalize all of the thoughts
they had in mind, not just the actions they
performed on the website.

After these think-aloud instructions, participants
took a seat in front of the computer. We explained
that the tasks would appear on the screen and that
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the same task descriptions were also available on
paper, in case they wanted to re-read something.
We asked them to act as if they were working at
home and wanted to find the requested information.
Next, their eyes were calibrated and we briefly
repeated the most important instructions. Then,
we started the session by displaying the first task
on the screen.

During the user’s task completion, the test
administrator was in a test room with an open
connection to the participant’s room. After 5 s
of silence, participants were reminded to think
aloud with neutral prompts, such as “Please
keep thinking aloud.” Contrary to Cooke’s study,
in which prompting was rarely necessary, we
regularly prompted participants to keep thinking
aloud. If participants had found the information
on the website, they could tell the answer to the
administrator.

Data Analysis In the analysis stage, all data
sources could be replayed simultaneously. Our
equipment produced synchronized data with
the eye movements, cursor movements, page
switches, and audio recordings of participants’
verbalizations. This was an improvement compared
to the analysis of Cooke, during which the file with
on-screen actions and verbalizations needed to be
synchronized with the eye-tracking file.

We first analyzed the task performance time per
participant, and used analysis of variance (ANOVA)
to measure differences on participants’ mean
task time between the three websites. The next
step was the transcription of the verbalizations
per participant into protocols. Verbalizations
were divided into units which could include
single words, but also clauses, sentences, and
phrases. Unit borders were determined by pauses
between verbalizations and by the content of
these verbalizations, following the procedure used
by Cooke [28] and Eveland and Dunwoody [37].
We chose to use the term “verbalization units”
instead of “thought units,” because, in our opinion,
verbalizations are manifestations of thoughts and
not necessarily thoughts themselves.

In order to answer RQ1 on the types of
verbalizations, all verbalization units were
coded into seven content categories, of
which the first four categories were the
same used by Cooke in her study [28].

(1) Reading: verbalizations of link labels and parts
of texts that participants read directly from
screen.

(2) Procedure: descriptions of past, current, or
future actions (such as “I now click on this
link”).

(3) Observations: verbalized judgments concerning
the website or the participants’ actions (such
as “This web page is not conveniently
arranged,” or “I don’t understand the meaning
of this link label.”)

(4) Explanations: verbalizations in which
participants explain or motivate their actions
(such as “On this page I expected to find
information on buying a house for the first
time.”)

(5) Task-related: verbalizations concerning the
tasks the participants were doing, for example
on the task description or answers to the
scenario questions (such as “Let’s see, what
was the exact price of the house I want to
buy?” or “I think the answer is that you can
only register online if you have a scanner”.)

(6) Fillers: verbalizations when participants did
not seem to know what to say, but wanted to
break the silence or to meet the requirement
to think aloud (such as “okay,” “let’s see,” or
“well”). Cooke chose to analyze these fillers
as silences, but we consider them to be
verbalizations. They can be meaningful, for
example, as expressions of doubt or reactions
to prompts to think aloud.

(7) Other: verbalizations that did not fit into one
of the six other categories.

All verbalization units were categorized into one
of the seven content types by two independent
coders. The inter-rater reliability, measured with
Cohen’s kappa, was 0.62, which means that
there was substantial agreement between the two
coders. Subsequently, the first author analyzed
all verbalization units on which the two coders
did not agree, and chose one of the two content
categories in consultation with the two coders.
This resulted in the distribution reported in the
results. Differences between the websites on the
total number of verbalizations were analyzed
using analysis of variance (ANOVA). A Pearson’s
chi-square was used to analyze interaction effects
between task performance time and numbers of
verbalizations. Differences between websites on
the distribution of types of verbalizations were also
measured with a Pearson’s chi-square test. We did
not perform analyses on differences between types
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of participants, because the set of 60 participants
was too small for such analyses.

To answer RQ2, we analyzed the eye movements
during participants’ silences. Eye-tracking
movements, however, were not recorded adequately
for 8 out of the 60 participants, due to (partial)
loss of calibration (for two participants on website
1, and three participants on websites 2 and 3).
Therefore, these participants were excluded from
the analyses for RQ2.

For each participant, all silences longer than 1 s
were registered, and the percentage of time that
participants were silent was computed. Then,
ANOVA was used to determine to what extent
the percentage of silences differed between the
three websites. Next, we observed for each silence,
what the eye movements showed us about the
participants’ actions during that silence. We
distinguished three types of actions: scanning,
reading, and fixating. During scanning, fixations
move over a page irregularly [25]. Several types
of scanning can be distinguished, from globally
orienting a new webpage to scanning rows of
links in navigation menus. A reading pattern was
indicated by short fixations following the text flow
horizontally from left to right [25]. Something was
considered as reading if at least three fixations and
two saccades could be observed in this pattern.
Something was classified as a fixation when a
participant fixated for a longer time on an element
on the page. We have manually analyzed the
distribution of these types of visual behavior during
the silences.

RESULTS

In this section, the results of the study will be
described. The section starts with a description
of “who participated in the study,” then we will
address the “general results” and the results on
our two research questions about (1) “types of
verbalizations” and (2) “silences in think-aloud
protocols.”

Who Participated in the Study? A number
of 60 participants took part in the study. The
participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 83 years, with
an average age of 40. Table I shows the distribution
of participant characteristics concerning age,
gender, and education level.

General Results The mean task performance
time per participant differed significantly for the
three websites ( 2,57 8.48, 0.01). On

TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE STUDY

website 1, the mean task time was 6.37 min; on
website 2, this was 3.55; and on website 3, the
time was 5.11. A post hoc Scheffé test showed
that participants on website 1 had a significantly
longer task performance time than participants on
website 2 0.01). The participants produced a
total number of 2502 verbalization units on the
three websites: 712 on website 1, 621 on website
2, and 1169 on website 3. There was a difference
between the three websites in the total number
of verbalizations ( 2,57 13.10, 0.05),
with significantly more verbalizations provided
on website 3 than on websites 1 0.01) and
2 0.01). In addition, we explored whether a
longer task performance time resulted in more
verbalizations. This appeared not to be the case
( 0.18, 0.17).

Types of Verbalizations RQ1 concerned
the distribution of types of verbalizations. We
distinguished the categories reading, procedure,
observation, explanation, task-related, filler, and
other. Table II shows the overall distribution of the
verbalizations over the content categories for the
three websites. There are significant differences
between the websites on three categories: reading,
procedure, and other (χ 12 34.53, 0.01). For
these categories, the range of percentages is shown
in Table II. We will discuss each verbalization
category in detail, examine the content of
the verbalizations, and compare them to the
distribution reported by Cooke [28]. Then, we will
discuss the explanations for differences between the
two studies, and examine the differences between
the three websites in our study in more detail.

In the current study, 23% (581) of the verbalization
units can be categorized as reading. This percentage
differs considerably from the 58% reported by
Cooke. The 423 procedure verbalizations accounted
for 17% of the CTA verbalizations, which is roughly
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TABLE II
TYPES OF VERBALIZATIONS

equal to the 19% in Cooke’s study. Participants
often verbalized what they were doing on the
website, for example “I will click on the ‘moving’
link.” They also reported activities they just had
performed, such as “I scanned the homepage for
information about buying a house,” or activities
they planned to perform, such as “I am going to
read this text to search for answers on subsidies.”

The largest group of verbalizations (850, 34%)
concerned observations on the website or the
participant’s own behavior. This substantially
differs from Cooke’s study, in which this percentage
was only 10%. Observational verbalizations in our
study sometimes contained neutral descriptions of
elements on the website, such as “Up there I see
some links to forms” or “What I see here is online
procedures on the right side and renting on the left
side.” Also, participants verbalized expectations,
such as “There might be something useful under
online procedures” or “The housing link seems
logical.” Sometimes these expectations turned out
to be wrong, illustrated by verbalizations such as
“This is not what I looked for” or “I see here that
this is not the procedure for online registration.”
Many observations contained a judgment about
something on the website, such as “The font is
too small here” or “This web page contains a lot
of unclear information.” Participants frequently
expressed their feelings or experiences in relation
to the website, for example “I am not sure where
to go from here” or “I don’t think I can find the
information I need.” And sometimes they really
judged themselves, expressed in verbalizations
such as “I clam up completely” or “I feel like a
stupid idiot.”

The percentage of explanations was more or less the
same in both studies: 7% in our study (166) and
8% in Cooke’s study. These explanations were often
linked to observation or procedural verbalizations,
for example in “I click on the back link again,
because I did not find the information I expected
on this page.”

A number of 361 verbalizations (14%) were task
related, such as answers on the scenario questions.
Cooke did not include this category in her study.
The verbalization of task-related comments can be
explained by the rather complex and comprehensive
scenario tasks we used, which were also presented
on paper during the task. This caused situations
where participants looked on the paper during
task processing and verbalized something about
doing this, such as: “Let’s see on the paper
can you register yourself online?” Moreover, we
asked participants to answer the questions orally,
which also generated verbalizations on tasks, such
as “The answer is that I meet the requirements
for the subsidy.” We considered leaving these
task-related verbalizations out of the data set,
but we have chosen to incorporate them for two
reasons. First, ignoring them would suggest that
participants verbalized fewer thoughts, while these
verbalizations were present and prevented them
from verbalizing other things at the same time.
Second, the task-related verbalizations were mixed
up with the other types of verbalizations and
occurred during all phases in the process. Even
in the answering stage, task-related verbalizations
alternated with, for example, reading, procedures,
and observations.

The 81 filler verbalizations accounted for 3% of the
total. Participants were frequently stimulated to
keep verbalizing their thoughts, which often led to
verbalizations meant to break the silence, without
really expressing thoughts, such as “let’s see,”
“let’s think,” “okay,” and “eeeeeeh.” Sometimes,
participants used these fillers as a ‘bridge’ to more
elaborate verbalizations that followed a few seconds
later. It seems that they needed some time to
arrange their thoughts before they could verbalize
them.

The other category consisted of 40 (2%)
verbalizations, versus 5% in Cooke’s study.
This category contained many uninterpretable
and unfinished utterances. Participants also
commented on their troubles with thinking aloud,
often as a reaction to a prompt to keep thinking
aloud.

The comparison of the distribution of the
verbalizations over the different categories,
shows that the distribution differs substantially
between Cooke’s study and our study. The most
striking differences can be found in the reading
and observation categories: reading was, by far,
the largest category in Cooke’s study, while in
the current study, the group of observations
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was largest. This distribution has consequences
for our doubts on the value of the think-aloud
verbalizations. In Cooke’s study, at least 77% of
the verbalizations strongly corresponded to eye
movements, which raised the question to what
extent do the verbalizations have an added value
compared to the observations. In our study,
however, only 40% of the verbalizations fall into
these more easily observable groups. Moreover,
our participants produced many verbalizations
in the categories observation on website or own
behavior and explanations, which cannot be directly
observed with eye movements. This means that in
our study, the participants’ verbalizations clearly
add to the observations. This result was found on
each of the three websites in our study.

How can these differences in the distribution
of types of verbalizations be explained? The
most important explanation can be found in the
improved research design of our study, regarding
the participant characteristics, task complexity,
and websites. Cooke had ten highly educated and
experienced participants who performed search
tasks on a website with a rather simple, consistent
design. Her participants did not verbally report
difficulties in completing the tasks, which indicates
that the tasks were not cognitively complex. This
is not representative for the evaluation settings
in usability practice in which the goal is to find
obstacles of real users on real websites. In our
study, a great variety of participants performed
rather complex tasks on large municipal websites
which contained many menus, links, pictures, and
pieces of information. Participants in our study
often reported difficulties and doubts. All of these
observations on complex aspects of the website and
on the problems they experienced explain why the
observation category is so much more extensive in
our study than in Cooke’s study. This also partly
explains why the reading category is larger in
Cooke’s study. However, in our study, participants
also verbalized many reading units. We had not
instructed them to read aloud everything they read,
we only asked them to verbalize their thoughts. As
a result, participants differed in the extent to which
they read aloud, varying from reading everything
they saw, to keeping silent for a long time during
reading, or just verbalizing some highlights from the
text. Cooke’s test object contained large amounts
of text, a lot of which her participants apparently
read aloud, regardless of whether or not they were
instructed to do so in the think-aloud instructions.

Although the distribution of the reading and
observation verbalizations differed substantially

from Cooke’s study on all three websites in our
study, we also found some differences between
the three websites in our study (χ 12 34.53,

0.001). On website 1, the reading category
was significantly larger than on website 2: 27%
versus 18%, while website 2 had a larger amount
of procedure verbalizations with 20% versus 14%
on website 1. This result can be explained by the
differences in task-website interaction. One of the
tasks on website 1 required reading and applying
information from a comprehensive and rather
complex text. This might have resulted in more
reading verbalizations, while on the other website,
users performed more actions and verbalized
these in the procedural verbalizations. Website 3
had significantly more verbalizations in the other
category, which can be attributed to one participant
who produced nine verbalizations during task
processing in which she described her trouble
thinking aloud, for example “I find it very hard to
search for information and to think aloud at the
same time. That does not easily go together for
me, but I’ll try.” However, the differences between
the three websites are negligible compared to the
differences between the results of Cooke’s and our
study.

The conclusion that can be drawn from the results
on RQ1 is that a CTA evaluation can generate
verbalizations that actually contribute to our
knowledge about the users’ processes and obstacles
on a website. The concerns that Cooke’s study
raised about the balance between costs and benefits
of CTA, are not confirmed by our study. On all three
websites, CTA showed a clear added value with
many verbalizations about processes and obstacles
that could not be observed with observational
methods. The settings of our study reflected,
to a large extent, the usability practice, where
participants with varying characteristics perform
complex tasks on real websites. We therefore expect
that also, in practice, the CTA method will show its
value for measuring the websites’ quality.

Silences in Think-Aloud Protocols The eye
movements of 52 participants during silences were
analyzed, in order to find out what participants
do when they are not verbalizing their thoughts
(RQ2). The mean percentage of silences during
a session was 27% 19%) of the total task
performance time. There was a high amount of
variation between participants, with the percentage
of silences observed ranging from 4% to 83%. No
differences were found across the three websites in
the percentage of time that participants were silent
( 2,49 0.34, 0.71). The mean percentage of
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TABLE III
ACTIONS DURING SILENCES

Note: we report percentages of the total time that participants
were silent and not of the total task-processing time.

silences is considerably higher than the 16% that
Cooke reports in her study. One reason for this
difference can probably be found in participants’
experience with thinking aloud. All participants
in Cooke’s study had been subjects before in
at least one usability study that included CTA,
whereas none of the participants in our study
had any previous experience with thinking aloud.
Also, research has shown that thinking aloud is
more difficult when the cognitive load on other
processes increases, such as [3] and [13], the
so-called cognitive lockup [34]. The task complexity
in our study, combined with the participant
characteristics and the comprehensiveness of the
website, might have led to a rather high cognitive
load which thus increased the number of silences.

The aforementioned results show that we miss
information on approximately a quarter of the
time spent on a website when we only rely on
participants’ verbalizations. What can we observe
from participants’ actions during these silences?
We have distinguished three types of actions:
reading, scanning, and fixating, which are shown
in Table III.

The first type of actions we observed were scanning
processes, which occurred more than half the
time that participants were silent (62%). The
types of websites in our study contained a lot of
information, often with several menus, pictures,
and pieces of text on one page. When participants
navigated a website searching for information, they
were intensively orienting themselves on webpages
and scanning these pages for information. These
search and scan processes advance very quickly
and require much cognitive energy. It is therefore
difficult for users to verbalize these processes
[34]. This difficulty can further increase if users
encounter problems during this process that add
to the cognitive load. Probably, it makes no sense
to ask participants to verbalize their scanning
processes, because it is too difficult (or even
impossible) and there is a great risk of disruption
of their natural processes. Moreover, we can
easily observe the scanning processes when we

measure the eye movements. These observations
are an important addition to the verbalizations,
because silences during scanning processes often
contain relevant information about problems that
participants experience; problems that would not
always be found when we only depend on users’
verbalizations. Observations can, for example,
reveal users’ doubts about what link to choose
or what information to use. This is shown by eye
movements switching between several objects, for
example, links. Often, during these moments, the
mouse cursor does not move and users do not
verbalize their scanning behavior, which means
that these doubts are only observable using eye
tracking. This finding has also been reported in
other studies, such as [20] and [38].

Another 24% of silences concern reading something
on the screen, the second process we distinguished.
Reading is a process that can be verbalized by
users. In our study as well as in Cooke’s [28],
participants often read texts aloud. So although
reading processes can, in principle, be verbalized,
participants sometimes chose to read in silence, for
example, because they did not think it necessary
to read everything aloud. For some participants in
our study, it seemed difficult to read something
aloud and to process the content at the same
time. For these people, reading aloud required
too much cognitive energy. From an evaluation
perspective, we think that it is no problem if
users choose to read in silence. Reading processes
can be easily observed, so we do not miss any
information about the users’ processes. Problems
related to understanding the content can be found
by observing users re-reading parts of text, or by
verbalizations about the content that are made
afterwards, for example, wrong paraphrases of the
content or comments on comprehensibility.

The third process, longer fixations on objects, was
observed in 15% of the silences. We suppose that
participants were processing information during
these fixation moments, for example, trying to
relate the object to their search goals or because
they were in doubt what to do. These fixations can,
in principle, be verbalized. However, the cognitive
processing that goes on during these fixations often
seems to require so much energy that participants
are not able to verbalize their thoughts, and fall
silent. These silences can sometimes point to
problems, and observations of eye movements
can be used to find out what users are looking
at exactly. However, additional verbalizations are
needed to determine if there really is a problem and
to define the essence of this problem.
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The aforementioned three processes during silences
are sometimes verbalized immediately before or
after silences, when participants give an account of
something they will do or have just done during a
silence. Examples are: “I will now search for links
that have something to do with buying a house”
or “I was reading through this text and thinking
on how to register myself as a new inhabitant.”
Participants can also scan or read something in
silence and then verbalize a conclusion about what
they just saw. This conclusion can be positive (“I
think I have found relevant information on school
holidays here”), neutral (“This extract contains a
lot of information on subsidies”), or negative (“No,
this information is not relevant to me”). In Cooke’s
study, these verbalizations would have been
labeled inaccurate because they do not directly
correspond to eye movements. We consider them
as subsequent reflections on processes that are
difficult to verbalize simultaneously.

To conclude, during silences, important information
can be observed about users’ processes and the
problems they experience. Silences often occur
because users have no cognitive energy left to
describe what goes on in their minds. These silences
should not be regarded as problematic. Not all
cognitive activity, such as scanning website pages,
can be easily verbalized and we should not expect
participants to verbalize their thoughts during all
of their actions. Therefore, in a CTA evaluation,
it is sensible not to rely only on verbalizations,
as precisely during silences, the most interesting
observations can be made regarding users who are
in trouble.

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS

FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In this section, we discuss the conclusions of our
study within the larger context of professional
communication. After the general conclusion, we
will explain the “implications to theory and to
practice.” Further, we will discuss the “limitations”
of the study, and the “suggestions for future
research.”

Conclusions In this study, we replicated Cooke’s
study [28] on the analysis of types of verbalizations,
and the processes observed during silences. We
chose not to replicate Cooke’s research question on
accuracy, as we consider an analysis of the relation
between verbalizations and eye movements as an
invalid conceptualization of accuracy.

The results of Cooke raised questions concerning
the benefits of a CTA evaluation, as 77% of the
verbalizations in her study were about easily
observable reading and procedure actions. In our
study, however, only 40% of the verbalizations
belonged to these groups. Further, the largest
group of verbalizations consisted of thoughts
about the website and about the participants’
own interaction with this website, such as
doubts, judgments, and frustrations. So our study
showed that verbalizations in a CTA study can
provide information with an added value about
the participants’ processes and obstacles on the
website.

Compared to Cooke’s study, we measured a rather
high percentage of silences: 27% in our study
versus 16% in Cooke’s study. Comparisons with
Cooke on types of silences cannot be made, as
she has only exploratory analyzed what occurred
during silences. Silences most often occurred at
moments that participants were scanning pages for
information. Apparently, scanning is a quick and
cognitive complex task that is difficult to verbalize.
Participants seem to stop verbalizing their thoughts
at that time to reduce the cognitive load [3], [13],
[33], [34].

Implications to Theory: Not much research has
been done yet on the types of verbalizations a
CTA study generates [9], [10], [19]. Our study
contributes to the theory on verbalizations in CTA
studies by showing new insights into the types of
thoughts that participants verbalize. Moreover, we
have added to knowledge on the gaps in think-aloud
protocols: the silences. It is known that participants
are not able to verbalize everything that goes on in
their minds [1], [2], and our study has provided new
knowledge on processes that occur during silences
and that seem difficult to verbalize. It might be
useful to reconsider think-aloud instructions, to
prevent participants from getting frustrated by
prompts that remind them of verbalizing thoughts
at moments when they perform actions that are
difficult or even impossible to verbalize.

Implications to Practice: Practitioners who have
read the study of Cooke might think that the
benefits of CTA are not worth the efforts of
conducting an evaluation with this method. Our
study has shown, however, that a CTA study can
certainly generate information that cannot easily
be found with observations alone. Our study
settings correspond to the usability practice, as
we performed our evaluations with a diverse set of
participants who frequently experienced problems
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during their task performance. Professionals in
usability practice can learn from our study what
types of verbalizations can be expected from a
think-aloud evaluation. Further, they have a better
idea of the significance of silences and the relevance
of the processes that can be observed during these
silences. There are types of silences, for example,
when people are scanning or reading, during which
participants should not be forced to verbalize their
thoughts. At these moments, reminders to think
aloud probably only cause frustrations.

An advice for the usability practice that can be
inferred from this study is that a comprehensive
evaluation should combine verbalizations and
observations. Our results showed that participants
verbalized many thoughts that are not easily
observable with other methods. But we also
saw many silences, during which eye-tracking
observations were necessary to shed light on users’
actions and potential problems. Strictly speaking,
the output of a CTA evaluation consists of the
participants’ verbalizations of their thoughts.
However, in most evaluations in practice as well
as in scientific studies, the observations of the
participants’ actions are also included in the
analyses, such as [12]–[17].

Both information sources can independently reveal
some of the user problems, but there are also
cases in which an interaction between verbalization
and observation leads to new insights about user
problems. For example, when participants verbalize
their thoughts, they regularly fail to specify the
exact object their verbalization refers to, as in
“This is very unclear to me.” In these cases,
observations of eye movements provide details
on participants’ actions during the verbalization,
and on the object the verbalization relates to. This
combination helps the evaluator make an adequate
assessment of the situation and of possible
problems. Another example can be found in
situations where a participant verbalizes an action
that is in itself neutral, but that points to a problem
in combination with an observation. In our study,
several participants verbalized that they would click
back to the homepage and subsequently clicked
on a link that did not lead them to the homepage.
Without the verbalization, the evaluator would
not have known that the participant had made a
wrong interpretation of the link that was clicked on.
And, on the other hand, without the observation
of the wrong link click, the verbalization would
not have clearly pointed to a problem. In this
way, the combination of the two sources shows
that the participant has misinterpreted something

in the text. Thus, the combination of CTA and
observational methods leads to the most complete
overview of user problems, thanks to the added
value of the interaction between both sources of
information.

Limitations Our study shows large differences
with the results of Cooke, on all three websites. We
do not know yet, however, which adjustments in our
setting influenced the outcomes of the think-aloud
study in what way. We did not aim at studying
the relation between specific characteristics of the
research setting and types of verbalizations and
silences. Therefore, we cannot draw conclusions on
the exact influence of settings on the output.

Another limitation of the study is that we have
only looked at one type of website, informational
websites on which users look for specific
information. Results might be different for other
types of websites.

Suggestions for Future Research Future
research on types of verbalizations should focus on
the influence of research settings on the outcomes
of an evaluation. For example, the influence
of instructions deserves more attention. Much
research has been carried out on the effect of
think-aloud instructions and prompts on task
processing [4]–[9], but little is known about the
effects on types of verbalizations. More research
is needed on the extent of prompting during task
performance, and relating these prompts to the
actions that participants perform at a certain
moment.

Also, more attention should be paid to differences
between participants in their abilities to verbalize
their thoughts and the content of these thoughts.
Although we used a large group of 60 participants
in total, we cannot report statistical solid
results because of the rather small groups of
participants with different characteristics. We
have done exploratory analyses on the participant
characteristics that showed some differences in
the types of verbalizations produced. Younger
participants tended to produce less reading
verbalizations than older participants. Also, higher
educated participants verbalized less reading
units, but they verbalized more explanations
and motivations of their actions than the lower
educated participants. Analyses of the percentages
of silences did not show differences between age
groups, or between education levels. We did not find
a correlation between the task performance time
and the total number of verbalizations made. This
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means that a participant who spends more time on
the website does not necessarily verbalize more. We
observed strong differences between participants:
some people who needed more time for their tasks
verbalized a lot, others struggled while performing
the tasks and seemed to use their cognitive energy
for the task performance instead of verbalizing
thoughts. Clearly, more research is needed into
differences between individual participants and
their verbalization characteristics. However, higher
numbers of participants are needed to conduct
comprehensive research on the extent to which
participants differ in the way they verbalize their
thoughts.

Another interesting question for future research
concerns the distribution of verbalization types
in the retrospective think-aloud conditions. This
distribution will certainly differ from concurrent

conditions, if only because of the smaller amount
of reading verbalizations and the lower cognitive
load. More knowledge about the differences in
types of verbalizations can shed more light on the
differences between concurrent and retrospective
think-aloud conditions.

In our study, we have made a rather global
distinction between processes during silences. It
would be useful to analyze silences in CTA studies
in more detail and to relate specific eye-tracking
patterns to certain processes and potential
problems. In several studies, such as [25], [32], and
[39]–[41], this relation has been explored. However,
more research is needed to deepen our knowledge
on this topic. Eye-tracking data can also be used to
further explore the ways in which the users’ task
of thinking aloud influences their behavior during
task performance on websites.
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